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On September 11, 2014 Mining and Industrial Extension celebrated 100 Years of Service to West Virginia University, the State of West Virginia and to all of those in the mining industry.

Video of 100 years in 100 seconds
Mining and Industrial Extension

• Mining Extension Program created in 1914
• Currently 13 instructional FTEs; six are state funded from WVU
• All have mining experience in a variety of positions
• Focus on the betterment of the individual miner; training with special emphasis on health and safety
• Strong interaction with many companies on a national basis
• History of tailoring programs to meet customers needs
• Strong record of service to the state and industry
Academy for Mine Training and Energy Technologies

• 2005 Collaboration between:
  – Mining Extension
  – Southern
  – WV Coal Association and its member Companies

• CONSOL Energy Donation of Dolls Run Portal and ~18 acres of land
MES Students 2013

Total Trained January - December 2013  (7,489)
Total Trained January – December 2013 (3,974)
Mining and Industrial Extension 2014

- ELECTRICAL: 268
- MINE RESCUE: 198
- FIRST RESPONDER: 1,160
- SCSR: 1,298
- FIRE BRIGADE: 939
- 80 HOUR APPRENTICE: 49
- 40 HOUR SURFACE: 34
- MINE FOREMAN: 182
- Specialty: 62
- TOTAL: 4,190
Trained at Dolls Run 2008-2013
Students Have Come from:

- West Virginia
- Pennsylvania
- Ohio
- Kentucky
- Virginia
- Illinois
- New Mexico
- Alaska
- Utah
- Indiana
- North Carolina
SO OTHERS MAY LIVE - These words are the motto of many within the mine rescue and mine fire brigade community. It is not through arrogance that we have placed this sign, but more as a symbol of our commitment to work with them and let each team member know that we have not forgotten their efforts and value what they do. We at Mining Extension are extremely proud to work with these individuals – they are true heroes and we dedicate this facility and our efforts to the work that they do.
Thank You

- Jim Dean
- Director
- WVU Mining and Industrial Extension
- James.Dean@mail.wvu.edu
- 304-293-4212

Coming together is a beginning, keeping together is progress, working together is success!